
MAXGuard™ is made in Canada using 10 mil clear Plastic. 

MAXGuard™ �ts most eye glasses with narrower side arms  (¼” wide or less ) 
and it’s easy to assemble, NO ADHESIVE or NO TOOLS required.

It’s comfortable to wear, has good air circulation and no skin contact. 

A cleverly designed face shield that is simple, practical and budget 
conscious to help �ght the spread of COVID-19.

Clean with soap and water, air dry or wipe dry with soft cloth.

Suggested usage : Replace weekly.

Suggested usage : Replace weekly.

MAXGuard™ is an Ultra-light weight ( 0.5 oz / 13.3 g) reusable face shield 
that you can assemble directly onto your glasses. 

MAXGuard Pro™ is made in Canada using 10 mil clear Plastic. 

MAXGuard Pro™ �ts most eye glasses and sun glasses with side arms up to 
1/2” width.  It’s easy to assemble, NO ADHESIVE or NO TOOLS required.

It’s comfortable to wear, has good air circulation and no skin contact. 

A cleverly designed face shield that is budget conscious to help �ght the 
spread of COVID-19.

Clean with soap and water, air dry or wipe dry with soft cloth.

MAXGuard Pro™ is an Ultra-light weight ( 0.53 oz / 15.0 g ) reusable face 
shield that you can assemble directly onto your glasses. 

MAXGuard Pro™ is specially designed to �t wider side arms with 
added end brackets.
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